
 

 
Children playing around in their 

beautiful and well sustained neighborhood. 
Image taken between the 1900’s and the 1920’s. 
Photo courtesy of Linda Hall Library Exhibition.  

 
 

 

 



 

The Panamanian Social Disagreement about 

Americans. 
 

 

 

A portrait of a nicely dressed zonian family        

in the Canal Zone in between of the 1900 -          

1920’s. Photo Courtesy of Panama Vieja      

Escuela.  

The Very Beginning 
 

“Opportunity and privileges   

Americans have had in this country      

since their arriving here. And that is       

the big difference for me between      

Americans and Panamanians. Pure    

privilege.” by Javier Wallace. In     

1850’s Americans were in Panama for      

the first time. And since then,      

Panamanians say that Americans have     

always felt superior than them. Their  

 

main reason for coming to Panama      

was the opportunity to build     

transcontinental canal. Soon after    

American arrival there was a sense of       

xenophobia or rejecting the foreigners     

as much as they can. This was the        

cause of many issues that happened      

years later. The country’s Oligarchy     

group made innocent people lose their      

lives, and lived through difficult     

situations. This behavior has changed     

 



 

their relationship throughout the    

years, and how Panamanians    

generally feel about immigrants.  

  
 

The American Arrival 
 

In the 1850’s Americans came     

to Panama and realized that Panama      

wasn't like the United States. Imagine      

being an American foreigner in     

Panama by the 1850’s; used to the       

change of season, their culture, their      

language, and friends. By the     

American’s point of view, adapting to      

Panama was very hard. It took them a        

long time to adapt and feel like they        

belonged in the country. By the time,       

there was no air conditioner, therefore      

they were forced to adjust to the       

Panamanian weather on their own.     

Their difference in language also     

affected their relationship. Americans    

didn't know how to speak Spanish so       

they preferred creating their own     

community. Yet, Americans weren't    

the only ones who felt like adapting to        

Panama was hard. The American     

arrival was hard for the Panamanians      

too. They created their own     

community, with the better products,     

food, and security. They had the      

better things and were taking part of       

their country, which made    

Panamanians feel less than the     

American citizens. All Panamanians    

tried to sent their families into the       

zone for them to have a better quality        

of life. Some Panamanians could     

enter the zone and create a lifetime       

with Americans yet this wasn't the      

came for much citizens.  

 

 

 



 

 

The first ship going through the Panama       

Canal, built by the Americans in 1914.       

Photo courtesy of PBS Newshour.  

 

 

Reasons for their Arrival 
 

Americans always knew how    

much business there was in building a       

canal, one that connects the Pacific      

and the Atlantic Ocean. During the      

1900 Americans did various things to      

obtain their goal; a Transcontinental     

Canal. First, they helped built the      

Panama Railroad, so when the canal      

was finished they could transport     

material from the Pacific to the      

Atlantic. By the times, Americans     

already had accomplished the    

Transcontinental Canal, Brooklyn   

Bride, while naysayers said the     

construction of these were basically     

impossible. Americans thought of the     

canal as the “great unfulfilled     

engineering challenge. This project    

wasn't only American workers, other     

immigrant communities around   

Panama decided to be part of it too.        

The only limitation Americans had     

was the Gran Colombia, as Panama      

was part of it at the time. Soon after         

the French failure try of the Canal,       

Americans decided it was their turn to       

try. They made a deal with Panama       

which exchanged opportunity and    

safety for the Panamanians, in change  

 

 



 

A large and beautiful family’s house in the        

Canal Zone in Panama. Photo courtesy of       

Panama Vieja Escuela.  

 

of Panama leaving the Gran     

Colombia. And so they did. Finally,      

they started building the Canal in      

1903 and finished in 1914. With these       

shared goal, definition and    

limitations, we can conclude that     

Americans showed a part of the      

Collective Identity theory.  

 

 

The Business with Tropical 

Fruit 
 

The Canal wasn't the only     

reason why Americans came to     

Panama. Some groups of Americans     

came because they knew the business      

they had here, with tropical fruit. This       

was majorly in the provinces of      

Chiriqui, Bocas Del Toro, and Colon.      

Most of the population of these      

provinces were composed of local     

people. Americans that were doing     

business in these areas were the ones       

who had to connect most with the       

locals, which made them create little      

relationships between them and the     

community. Unlike the Americans    

living in these provinces, Americans     

living in the Canal Zone never left       

their area because they had everything      

they needed in the Zone; groceries,      

supplies, housing and protection. Yet     

 



 

this wasn't the case of the Americans       

living in these provinces.  

 

The Sense of Xenophobia 
 

The dictionary describes   

xenophobia as the irrational dislike or      

fear of people from other countries.      

This is exactly what happened to the       

Americans foreigners that came to     

Panama. Americans had an irrational     

dislike to the Panamanians who were      

in the country. Usually not being the       

case, Americans were the ones who      

acted to with xenophobia to the locals.       

The Americans were the first ones      

who decided that they weren't going      

to socialize with the Panamanians,     

mostly by the time of the railroad.       

Even though the Canal Zone wasn't      

established yet, they created their own      

community. Soon after their arrival,     

people started noticing that the     

Americans wouldn't speak to anyone     

but themselves. Later on when the      

zone was established, their    

community had their own rules and      

one of them was about the      

Panamanians. They wouldn't be    

allowed to enter their community     

without permission. This was part of      

the establishment of the silver and      

gold roles. Even though some     

Panamanians broke these rule, in most      

cases, the role was followed.  

 

 

How Much a Language 

Can Change a Culture... 
 

Nowadays, English is the    

language most spoken in the world,      

and this language has affected a lot of        

countries culture. This was the case      

for Panama. Since the American     

arrival, Panamanians best choice of     

education was to learn english. Many      

citizens did in order to be more       

 



 

qualified to do certain jobs. Yet some       

Panamanians thought the situation    

was getting out of control. They said       

that the English language was     

affecting the nationalism of the     

Panamanians, and so, they had to      

remove it. They created laws that      

obligate all immigrants to learn     

spanish, or be deported back to their       

country. Chinese, Americans and    

arabs followed this rule, yet     

Panamanians still thought that english     

was their best choice.  

 

Panamanian vs. American 

Living Conditions 
 

In the 1900’s, Americans and     

Panamanians had huge different    

living conditions. Americans that    

know the situation Panamanians lived,     

say that Americans had “pure     

privilege”. Their housing and    

community were all much better     

classes than the Panamanian ones.     

They separated to A well sustained      

American house in the Canal Zone in 1955.        

Courtesy of spydersden.wordpress.com 

 

the Panamanian Society by creating     

the silver and gold roll. This separated       

the high and low class. This was for        

white Americans living around    

Panama and the Americans living in      

the zone. They had their own      

supermarket, with the better and     

expensive products. They had the     

better safety. Unlike the Americans,     

the Panamanian housing was nothing     

like the American one. The best      

restaurants of the city were mostly      

visited by Americans.  

 

 



 

 

Canal’s Contribution to the 

Economic Situation of 

Panama.  
 

In 1914, the Canal was opened      

for the first time to the public.       

Nowadays the Canal is the main      

economical support of Panama,    

earning of 2.4 billion USD per year.       

With these  

earnings, the Panamanian   

Government helps support the    

Panamanian budget for community    

projects. In the article End of the       

Construction, it states that “The     

Panama Canal cost Americans around     

375,000,000, including the   

10,000,000 paid to Panama and the      

40,000,000 paid to the French     

Company”. The Canal isn't the only      

the main economic support for the      

Panamanians, yet the Canal has a      

significant meaning in history for the      

Panamanians. They fought for their     

canal, and now they have it. For this        

reason, some Panamanians say they     

should thank Americans for their     

canal. Yet some say they built the       

canal for their own benefit. And      

luckily they were able to take it from        

the Americans.  

 

The 100 year anniversary of the Panama       

Canal in 2014. Photo courtesy of Cruise       

Escapes Blog.  

 

Panamanian Perspective 

About Americans 
 

There are controversial   

opinions about the Americans coming     

to Panama in the 1900’s. Since their       

 



 

arrival, Panamanians have always felt     

that Americans were superior than     

them. Even though Americans had a      

rough start in Panama, Panamanians     

have suffered since the first American      

group of people arrived in Panama.      

Since then, Panamanians knew that     

Americans had all the power. In 1989       

the invasion happened, which is a      

cause of how Panamanians view     

Americans today. After the invasion,     

the Panamanian opinion about    

Americans became stronger. Some    

Panamanian felt that the Invasion     

was just a murder. By the other hand,        

some Panamanians feel that the     

invasion help them get stronger as a       

country. Yet this wasn't the only event       

that influenced the Panamanian    

opinion about the United States. The      

Watermelon War, Martyr's Day, and     

the Panama Canal Hangover were     

important dates that influenced the     

Panamanian opinion about   

Americans.  

 

American Military 

Departure 

An abandoned American Military Base in,      

as we call now, City Of Knowledge.       

Courtesy of Scott Miller.  

 

The American Military Bases    

in Panama were a big part of the        

Canal Zone. They had to protect      

American Citizens from Panamanians    

who wanted to be part of their       

community. In the bases, there were      

only Americans laws followed. In the      

zone too, there was a small jail for the         

Panamanians who went in the zone. In       

1999, the American Military bases     

were shut down because of the      

 



 

Torrijos carter treaty when the Canal      

Zone was not from the US anymore, it        

was from Panama and Panama didn't      

have any military so they shut it down 

 

Back to the Present 
 

The US was here in Panama for       

longer than 100 years. There were      

positive and negative aspects that     

happened throughout this time period.     

Many people say the US helped      

Panama develop as a country. Yet the       

negative events have influenced the     

opinion of the Panamanians. In 1999      

some American Citizens went back to      

the United States. This was because of       

the Torrijos Carter Treaty signed in      

1977, which handover the Canal.     

They left Panama because their     

territory wasn't exclusive anymore.    

Yet this wasn't the case of all       

Americans. Some of them stayed and      

created their family here. Nowadays     

the Panamanian opinion about    

Americans is widely shown towards     

the American residents in the country.      

Thes 
 

 

 

 

 

Jimmy Carter and Omar Torrijos signing the 

Torrijos - Carter treaty  in 1977. These treaty 

annulled the Hay Bunau Treaty signed in 1903 

and was the main reason why lots of americans 

living in the country .  
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